
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
.... in the fall 

 

Autumn is for sure my absolute favourite time of year. The trees are ablaze with leaves of golden yellows and 

burning reds, and there’s a fresh nip in the air that signifies the beginning of a new and crisp season. School’s 

back in. I don’t know why I find the thought so exhilarating? Autumn reminds me of my student days at 

university, rushing eagerly to class with spilling coffee in one hand, heavy books in the other, and a scarf 

wrapped several times around my neck. Oh the thrill of the auditorium, the wooden floors, fusty old professors 

- and headiness of ingesting knowledge in a subject I adore. And now, a lecturer in the very subject in which I 

am eternally impassioned, I still am often seen rushing to class, spilling coffee in one hand, heavy books in the 

other ... 

 

Autumn inspires us to harvest our foods for Winter. It is a time of transition, when we gather the fruits and 

berries of our labour, ready for our winter stores. It is a time of slowing down, of reflecting on all that has been, 

and a time for giving thanks - not only for all that we have been given, but in many ways, for all that has been 

taken away. 

 

The moon season is a reminder of the alchemical patterns of maturation within us. Nature calls to the animal 

kingdom to gather their foods for winter, to find somewhere warm and safe to sleep-out the imminent frosts. 

And so it is that Nature calls to us all, to slip into a slower gear as we consider our ‘going to ground’. In the 

autumn we can review our summer endeavours; the mountains we have climbed and the phantasies we have 



 

dreamed. It may be that we have endured experiences that, like the winds of change, have caused us to fall. 

Though it may be of comfort to remember, that only in the experience do we learn, and mature, and grow - and 

only in ‘the fall’ do we become real. 

 

With love, 

Carole 
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